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This PhD defense lecture is a tribute to more than a decade of underground
transmission cable research for Energinet.dk and Department of Energy Technology














































This is what people usually DON’T like !
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overhead_power_line
7Introduction – power transmission
Suppose power transmission could avoid interfering with our view of nature ?









PhD thesis by Teruo Ohno, 2012.















Danish ”Energistyrelsen” approved a new 400 kV line between the cities of
Aalborg and Aarhus in 2001 on the condition that areas of natural beauty
were not visually influenced by the OHL. The crossings of Mariager Fjord and
Gudenaaen were such areas and the line was designed using underground
cables in these sections.
Claus Leth Bak, Wojciech Wiechowski, Kim Søgaard and Søren Damsgaard Mikkelsen, Analysis and simulation of switching surge
generation when disconnecting a combined 400 kV cable/overhead line with shunt reactor, IPST 2007.
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Introduction, the early days
My first personal insight into underground cable dynamic behavior was conveyed
to me by Energinet.dk (at that time ELTRA) chief engineer H. P. Elmer.
The Aalborg – Aarhus line was energized for the first time in 2004 and in order
to monitor such a ”hybrid” and at that time unknown constellation did not
”misbehave”, transient recorders were used to monitor switch‐on and 
switch‐off events.
And I remember Elmers comment on the latter of the above measurements:
With such behavior in our (my!) transmission network,





generation when disconnecting a combined 400 kV cable/overhead line with shunt reactor, IPST 2007.
Instant of last‐end switch‐off
Low‐frequency long duration overvoltage in R and S
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Introduction, the early days
The first analysis of the modulated swithch‐off behavior of a combined


























generation when disconnecting a combined 400 kV cable/overhead line with shunt reactor, IPST 2007.
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Introduction, the early days
The last disaster we could imagine (at that time ..) was related to the use
of single‐phase autoreclosure in the OHL part of the line.
Suppose a single‐phase fault occurs in the OHL line part
Can we expect the arc in the faulted place to extinguish?
It will surely be fed via the (strong) mutual couplings from which we have
evidence from in the switch‐off modulated voltage waveforms.

























A reliable operation of an undergrounded transmission system can be
achieved by assessing the physical factors of its operation, which can lead to
danger, if exceeding the cable’s initial design parameters. 
Furthermore, the cable can, by its specific electric behavior, affect the surrounding
transmission network to which it is connected (transformers, GIS, WPP..).
Such analysis must be conducted in the design phase and can typically be
”contained” in what we know as
• Insulation coordination (stresses vs. strength)
• Power flow (sharing of loads in a meshed network)
• Thermal issues (ampacity and heating)

















Determining the impact of the cable on the rest of the system
• Fault levels




• Temporary overvoltages TOV – resonances, energization and islanding
• Ferroresonance
• Protection issues
Both lumped parameter and distributed parameter modeling used, in some cases 










• TOV and surge arrester energy class
• Circuit breaker restrike
• Lightning transients – surge arresters
• Protection and autoreclosure
• Zero‐miss
• Surge phenomena in general (TRV, incoming, VFT, overvoltages in general)





EMT models for OHL’s are widely used and have been proved valid. This is not 
the case for UGC’s as their use has been rather limited.
Much of the high level design studies rely on complicated EMT frequency
dependent numerical models.
We MUST be able to trust results obtained with such simulation models, or else
we cannot design an UGC in a reliable way!
The ONLY way to validate such simulation tools is by 







Field measurements on a 7,6 km 400 kV cross‐bonded UGC in flat profile







The intersheath mode physical current flow in the sheaths must be accurately
modeled in order to represent correct magnitude, damping and frequency
response – if not, this will lead to inaccurate phase quantities.
Proximity effect in sheaths are not modeled and the actual layout of the sheath is




































Energizing C2 makes this energisation















the harmonic inrush current to flow















When a fault gets cleared, parallel connection of cable shunt capacitance C and shunt reactor inductance L
have to re‐charge. This creates a resonant overvoltage in the remaining system.
Generator data and AVR will also play a role in the long term due to the rejection of load.
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Dynamic studies for underground cable systems
Energisation of UGC systems generally creates lower overvoltages than OHL’s.









Energization Overvoltages of EHV Cables, IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. 28, no. 3, July 2013
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Dynamic studies for underground cable systems
Cable energisation in an extensive cable network can be compared to 







IEC standard 1st edition the product of Ibi and fbi for certain conditions 
were not to exceed the product of Ibi,N and fbi,N (20kA4250Hz=85106 A/s). 
High f, high i(t) will, due to skin effect,  
lead to a cone shaped, extensive wear of 
the stationary arcing contact leading to 
prestrikes and premature failure.
F. Faria da Silva, Claus L. Bak, M. Lind Hansen, Back‐to‐Back Energisation of a 60kV 
Cable Network ‐ Inrush Currents Phenomenon, IEEE‐PES GM 2010.
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Dynamic studies for underground cable systems































Cable Network ‐ Inrush Currents Phenomenon, IEEE‐PES GM 2010.
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Dynamic studies for underground cable systems
De‐energisation can cause slowly decaying UGC voltage containing several
beat frequencies as well as overvoltage.






‐ Overvoltage must be considered for line surge arrester TOV and IVT.




Zero‐miss occurs when switching on an UGC with a directly connected shunt reactor
in voltage zero. This is due to the fact that AC reactor current and AC cable capacitive












Teruo Ohno, “Dynamic Study on the 400 kV 60 km Kyndbyværket – Asnæsværket




















































Component Contained in the Overvoltage related to Long EHV Cables”, IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. 17, no.2, 
April 2012
The network impedance is given by off‐peak (worst case) and by varying the 
dummy impedance actual influence on source impedance is shown.








































































































The main conclusion is that distance protection can be used without problems
as a back‐up protection for UGC’s of a realistic length.
Differential protection is well suited as a fast main protection. TD simulation studies 
testing various transient occurrences for both internal and external faults have been
replayed to a ”real” relay and it has been concluded that the relay reacts fully
satisfactorily with regards to speed and accuracy, also in transient conditions.
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Thank you very much for your attention !
Electric power
became my destiny.
And always with 
pride and joy!
